
Hello, I would like to give a report on the EGF pro system. As I know, some of you Hello, I would like to give a report on the EGF pro system. As I know, some of you 

have some questions about this new system, and today I will try to give a 

description and provide some answers.
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Some of you maybe already know me, but some of you maybe not. So I would like Some of you maybe already know me, but some of you maybe not. So I would like 

to start with a short introduction about myself. I was born in China, studied many 

years in Japan and later became a professional player at Kansai-Kiin, Japan. Since 

2007 I live in Vienna, Austria and since 2012 I became an executive board member 

at the EGF. At the beginning, I was responsible for the far-east affairs and prepared 

for the pro system project. In 2013, when we officially started the pro system, I 

became the project manager of the EGF pro system.
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So this presentation will contain the following topics. First I will introduce how the So this presentation will contain the following topics. First I will introduce how the 

project began along with its ideology. Then I will describe the system structure 

which consist four major points. At the end, I will talk about some International 

perception and future goals.
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Well, how did this project begin? Surely, it was quite complicate and involved many Well, how did this project begin? Surely, it was quite complicate and involved many 

many things. But if I would give a summary and then simplify it, we come down to 

something like this dialogue.

First I approached Martin and asked him if we could build up an European pro 

system since I could find some interested sponsors in China. Martin already had 

some concrete ideas about such a system, and pointed out two main requirements: 

we need money, around 150000 Euro per year, and it should be a long term project, 

so at lease it should be running for 3-5 years. 

With those two points, I went to China and talked with several friends. At the end, I 

found quite some people who were willing to support this project. Together they 

founded the CEGO team who was willing to support the project for ten years. In 

overall, lots of people were involved and many difficulties had to be overcome. I 

would like to thank all the people who support(ed) this project.
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In our ideology, I want to emphasis that player base is the most important thing for In our ideology, I want to emphasis that player base is the most important thing for 

Go. The lager the player base the higher we can push the top players who represent 

the professionals here. Today, thanks to the large effort and the support from the 

EGF, all the national Go associations, and also the Asian countries the Go players in 

Europe are already strong enough to become professionals. We want to support 

these players and push them even further. I think one of the major critics is why we 

put such a huge amount of money to the top players, while neglecting the players 

below them.
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First of all, I want to emphasize that we are NOT neglecting the weaker players! The First of all, I want to emphasize that we are NOT neglecting the weaker players! The 

main reason for a top-down approach is that it is much easier to find supporters for 

professionals. This situation is the same for all kinds of sports and all over the 

world. Second, it is a popular method to build on professionals to increase media 

attraction. Therefore by getting more people to know the game, the player base will 

grow automatically. Again, player base is the most important thing!
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Now I would like to describe the pro system structure.Now I would like to describe the pro system structure.
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Perhaps most of you think that the pro system is only about the professionals, but it Perhaps most of you think that the pro system is only about the professionals, but it 

is not completely true. In fact, every professional system in the East Asian countries 

is a very comprehensive system, consisting of at least these four main pillars: a 

teaching program, a pro qualification system, a tournament system and a 

professional organization. These are also the four pillars we have to work on from 

the beginning. I will give description for each of them step by step.
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The pro system does not start with professionals, but with the path of strong The pro system does not start with professionals, but with the path of strong 

players to become professionals. Therefore the teaching program is essential. We 

can compare it with Japanese Insei system or Chinese Dao Chang program. 

Therefore, 4-6 European players with high potentials are going to Beijing every year 

to be trained for 5-6 month, starting from August or September and ending in 

January or February the next year. Expenses in China for these players are fully 

covered and they train in a top environment, mainly in the Ge Yuhong Go academy -

the No.1 Dao Chang in china.

On this picture, we see the last year's students in front of the Ge academy, and the 

picture was on the cover of Weiqi Tiandi magazine, the No.1 Go magazine in China. 

You can easily see the interest of the Chinese media in our European players.

We already selected 6 students for this year, the youngest player among them is 

Varerii from Ukraine and is 13 years old.
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The downside of this teaching program is that only few players have the The downside of this teaching program is that only few players have the 

opportunity go to China, therefore our most recent addition is the online teaching 

program, it is similar to the Japanese Insei system, but all the games are played 

online. We call it the EGF online academy, and it is also supported by the Ge Yuhong 

academy. Currently we have 5 groups with 6-8 students each.This program reaches 

into the Kyu ranks, it is not only for top level players. Each group is led by an Insei 

master, and of course the players not only play games, but also get reviews from the 

Insei master and online lessons.
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The Insei masters, as you might know, are an essential part of the Insei system. It is The Insei masters, as you might know, are an essential part of the Insei system. It is 

an extremely honorary position since they are coaches of the future generation. In 

other word, the future professional Go players depend on their teachings. Of course 

they get paid for their teachings, which why this is also one of the future career 

options for retired pros.

Currently, the first two groups are taught by Zhao Baolong 2p from Ge academy. 

Since the first group includes the EGF pros, we need an active strong pro from the 

Asian countries to teach them. Then group 3 and 5 are led by Catalin Taranu 5p, and 

group 4 is led by Alexandre Dinerchtein 3p. They are the two legendary European 

professionals as all of us know.
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Besides the teaching program in China and online academy, we also have strong Besides the teaching program in China and online academy, we also have strong 

partners in China and Japan. First one is the Ge Yuhong academy which is a main 

partner of our project. Then, we have Hong academy, which is the most successful 

Dojo in Japan. Several title holders graduated from the Hong academy. And the 

owner, Hon Seisen 2p, is one of my best friends in Japan. Both academies offered us 

that any EGF professional who is traveling to China or Japan for tournaments can go 

to their academy and get free training anytime.

But we want to achieve even more...
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Ultimately we want to establish a teaching center in Europe, then our players don‘t Ultimately we want to establish a teaching center in Europe, then our players don‘t 

have to go to Asia to get training. The point is, every EGF pro should be able to 

come to this training center anytime to get free training from strong Asian pros. And 

this service should not only be for EGF pros, but also for top armature players on 

the path of becoming pro. In overall, this could be seen as kind of  a “place of 

pilgrimage” for Go players.

At the moment we are still far away from this goal. What we are looking for are: 

first of all money, as this is always important, and support. We also need to find an 

appropriate location to set up this center since it should be easily reachable. And 

also we need a manager to take care of this teaching center. Ge Yuhong academy 

already agreed to provide strong pros and partial financial support.
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Now we come to the perhaps most obvious part of the professional system, namely Now we come to the perhaps most obvious part of the professional system, namely 

the pro qualification. I think this is also something which is you heard and read 

about the most, so I will not go into details here, but only give a short summary. In 

2014, the pro qualification was divided between three cities, Strasbourg, 

Amsterdam and Vienna. At the end, Pavol Lisy and Ali Jabalin became professionals. 

In 2015, the pro qualification took place in Pisa only, and the winners were Mateusz 

Surma and Ilya Shikshin. All of these players are young and have high potentials.
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Even more important than the pro qualification is a comprehensive tournament Even more important than the pro qualification is a comprehensive tournament 

system with high prize tournaments. As for now, the top prized tournament is the 

Grand Slam which we had in Berlin just few month ago. I think most of you also 

heard and read about this big event. The winner got 10000 Euro, and there was 

more than 20000 Euro in total for the prize money. 12 top players entered the 

tournament.

Our goal is to have four Grand Slams just like tennis. Now we only have one, so we 

are eagerly looking for further supports to hold more Grand Slams.
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Then we also have Bonus point tournaments below the Grand Slam. There are Then we also have Bonus point tournaments below the Grand Slam. There are 

Bonus point tournament level A, B and C. The points collected from the Bonus point 

tournaments are used for qualifying for the Grand Slam and some other 

international tournaments. The goals is to motivate top players to play more 

tournaments actively. Right now, some high rank players do not come to 

tournaments too often and we want to work on that. Also, we would like to attract 

sponsors for more tournaments.

That being said, we know that we still need to do lots of work for bonus point 

tournaments. For example, what the EGF can provide to the local tournament 

organizers, and so on.
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Next point I want to mention is that having a strong organization is very important. Next point I want to mention is that having a strong organization is very important. 

The organization’s main duty is to manage professionals and the tournaments. 

Currently, the EGF lacks money and manpower since all of the people are more or 

less volunteers. But all professional systems in the East Asian countries like Nihon 

Kiin, China Qiyuan, KBA... are very strong organizations.

This is also the reason that our goal is to strengthen the EGF. CEGO provides 20000 

Euro per year to the EGF for management, but this is of course not enough, 

therefore we hope to get more supporters. To get to that point, public relations is a 

very important task which is still a little bit lacking currently.
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Now I want to say a few words about the international perception of the European Now I want to say a few words about the international perception of the European 

pro system.
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First of all, our EGF pros were very successful in international tournaments in the First of all, our EGF pros were very successful in international tournaments in the 

previous year. 

Let's begin from China. During the teaching program in China, all students entered 

the Xi'an silk road tournament, an invitational tournament. Although it was an 

armature tournament, quite some strong Chinese armatures participated. At the 

end, Pavol won the tournament with a prize money of 8000 Euro, and Ali came 

second with 4000 Euro. This was something Chinese people never expected, and it 

was like an earthquake in the Chinese media. This is also one of the reasons why all 

the students were on the cover of Weiqi Tiandi magazine.

This year Xi'an silk road tournament will take place from 8th to 13th October. They 

are inviting the European players again and we are looking forward to their 

performance.
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Then, Pavol and Ali also entered the Chinese pro league C. Although they were not Then, Pavol and Ali also entered the Chinese pro league C. Although they were not 

as successful as Xi'an silk road tournament, we have to keep in mind that they were 

playing against active Chinese pros. They both were able to win at least against one 

Chinese pro.

Due to the current rule, each team can invite one foreign player only, so Pavol and 

Ali played for two different teams. But next year, we want to apply for a team 

consisting of four European pros. After all, Japan and Taiwan send their national 

team to this tournament every year. This would be a great opportunity for the 

European team to show their strength.
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Now we come to Japan. Last year, Pavol and Ali had the opportunity to take part at Now we come to Japan. Last year, Pavol and Ali had the opportunity to take part at 

the Sankei cup, a pro tournament organized by the Kansai-Kiin. They were paired 

against top Japanese pros. Pavol unfortunately lost to Yuki Satoshi 9p, who was also 

a title holder. Ali on the other hand, was very successful and beat Saito Tadashi 8p 

in the first round, and then lost to Nakano 9p in the second round. This was like a 

lightning bolt that stroke the Japanese media. At this point we want to thank 

Kansai-Kiin for this great opportunity!
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Before the Sankei cup, Pavol and Ali had the chance to play a friendly match against Before the Sankei cup, Pavol and Ali had the chance to play a friendly match against 

young pros from Kansai-kiin. Ali lost to Takashima 1p but Pavol won against 

Hashimoto 1p. This year, the Sankei cup will take place from 26th October to 2nd 

November and of course they are inviting us again.
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Here we can see that lots of Japanese newspapers covered the news about PavolHere we can see that lots of Japanese newspapers covered the news about Pavol

and Ali's performance. Among others the Asahi newspaper, sponsor for Meijin

tournament, and Yomiuri newspaper, sponsor for Kisei tournament, Mainiti

newspaper, sponsor for Honyinbo tournament, and so on…

All major Japanese newspapers covered this event. Since I am a professional player 

from Kansai-Kiin, we got really great support from them, but we also hope that our 

EGF pros get the support from the Nihon-Kiin.
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As for Korea, the EGF pros didn't enter their tournaments yet. But KBA already As for Korea, the EGF pros didn't enter their tournaments yet. But KBA already 

expressed that they welcome EGF pros, and promised that EGF pros can participate 

at several open tournaments.
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To sum up, the general perception is quite positive. We can say that after two years To sum up, the general perception is quite positive. We can say that after two years 

of hard work, we get more and more support by the time. Korea always welcome 

us. In China, more and more tournaments and events invite EGF pros. As for Japan, 

the Kansai-Kiin and Japanese media are eager for the participation this year and 

they want to see what our pros can achieve this year.
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What are our future goals? First of all, in the mid term, we want to get more What are our future goals? First of all, in the mid term, we want to get more 

supporters and sponsors for more Grand Slam tournaments so that our pros can 

earn more prize money. And we would also like to set up the teaching center in 

Europe as I already explained.

For the long term, we want the European pro system to become as comprehensive 

as the Asian pro systems. And of course we can only do that by enlarging the Go 

population. So, this is our vision for the whole European pro system.

Thanks for your attention!
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